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REQUEST:  Demolition Hearing One – Determination of Architectural Significance  
 
ADDRESS: 214 West Mulberry Street (Howard Street Commercial Historic District) 
 
RECOMMENDATION: Determination that the building contributes to the historic district.  
 
STAFF: Stacy Montgomery  
 
APPLICANT: Park Avenue Partners, LLC 
 
 
SITE/HISTORIC DISTRICT  
 
Market Center and Howard Street Commercial Historic Districts:  
The Market Center National Register Historic District is a nearly 24-block area that was home 
to Baltimore’s retail activity from the beginning of the 19th century. The district encompasses a 
wide variety of architecture from modest 19th century rowhouses to grand department store 
palaces, as well as banks, theaters and restaurants. The blocks encompassing the proposed 
demolition, which are part of the Howard Street Commercial local historic district, include a 
cohesive group of modestly scaled commercial structures at the northern end of Baltimore’s 
historic retail district. The district represents the smaller, specialized retailers in buildings that 
transitioned from primarily residential to commercial use at the turn of the 20th century. 
 
Site Conditions/Architectural Description:  
Mulberry Street was originally home to a number of early 19th-century two- and three-story 
rowhouse buildings, but the only remaining vestige of this era is the two-story building that 
was once home to the Tyson Street Tavern and later  Martick’s Restaurant Francais. The 
building at 214 West Mulberry Street is an early 19th century side gable end of group rowhouse 
with a gable dormer hidden behind a more elaborate Italianate cornice that was added in the 
late 19th century. The larger storefront window on the first floor is also a late 19th century 
alteration to the building. In the 1970s, the storefront window and entry were boarded as a 
result of a car crash through the window and the owner’s desire for more security.  

BACKGROUND 
• This property is included within the boundaries of the Howard Street Commercial local 

historic district. No buildings in the district were listed as non-contributing. 
• The long-standing restaurant that operated in the building closed on 2008. 
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• The property was recently sold to Park Avenue Partners, LLC after the previous owner 
determined that they could not afford to rehabilitate the property. The previous owner 
had submitted an application for rehabilitation using state and local tax credits, but 
determined that they could not move forward with the project due to the costs. 

• The new owner is also the current developer of the adjacent site at 400 Park Avenue. 
 

PROPOSAL & APPLICATION OF GUIDELINES 
The applicant proposes to demolish the building at 214 West Mulberry Street. 
 
Staff applied Section 3.6 Demolition Procedures of the Baltimore City Historic Preservation 
Rules and Regulations, specifically “Demolition Hearing One—Determination of Architectural 
Significance.” 
 
3.6 DEMOLITION HEARING ONE-DETERMINATION OF 
ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE 
The first step in the demolition review process is a public hearing to determine if the 
building contributes to a local historic district or continues to meet standards for 
designation as a local landmark. At this hearing staff shall present the following: 
 

1. The historical and/or architectural significance of the property; 
2. The history of all structures on the property including the approximate dates 
of additions and significant alterations; 
3. A determination of the historical and/or architectural significance of a 
structure’s additions, significant alterations, or ancillary buildings; and 
4. Application of criteria for designation to the structure in question. 

 
A determination regarding the significance of the structure will be made prior to 
considering details of the demolition and hardship application, and any projects for new 
construction on the site. Doing so allows the Commission to determine the importance 
of the structure solely upon architectural and historical criteria. If a structure does not 
meet the criteria or contribute to the historic character of a local district, then an 
Authorization to Proceed for demolition shall be issued. 
 
History/Architectural Significance—History of Structure 
 
Summary 
The modest building at 214 West Mulberry Street was home to Martick’s restaurant for much 
of the 20th century. The Martick family owned and operated the bar-turned-restaurant 
beginning in the 1920s, and lived in the rest of the house. The Marticks also used their tavern 
as an arts venue, showcasing musicians and other performers, as well as displaying art. In the 
1950s, son Morris Martick opened an art gallery (Salon Des Refuses) down the street at 108 
West Mulberry Street. 1 In 1970, Morris Martick opened a French restaurant at 214 and 
continued to attract patrons for decades.  
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Architectural History 
The gable rowhouse is one of the few remaining Federal style buildings in the area that was 
later “modernized” with Italianate details. 214 West Mulberry Street is a two-and-a-half story 
red brick rowhouse with a side gable roof with a gable-end chimney and a gable dormer 
obscured by a large and elaborate Italianate cornice. The façade features a central storefront 
window, with panels below a row of four eight-light windows topped with decorative transom 
windows, some of which were designed by the late owner Morris Martick. A decorative lower 
cornice runs above the first story fenestration. There is a recessed corner entry that once 
featured paired doors beneath a large transom window. The entry is accessed by a single, 
triangular step trimmed with marble and topped with penny tile. A post supports the cornice 
above the entry. A second single entry door is located on the east side of the façade. Both 
entries have been covered with decorative boarding. The second story has two-over-two 
double-hung wood windows obscured by louvered shutters or boards on the exterior.  
 
The building has a two-story rear ell with a second story side porch, much of which has been 
removed. Much of the fenestration on the west elevation is missing or has been infilled or 
covered. The brick on the west elevation has been painted blue. The east elevation has no 
fenestration as this was historically an interior wall shared with an adjoining building that was 
demolished in the 1920s-1930s for parking. By 1950, the building at 214 West Mulberry Street 
was the last building on the block. That same year a parking deck was constructed to the east 
of the building. The parking deck was demolished in 2018 with CHAP approval. 
 
Behind the two story building, facing Tyson Street, is a three-story, three-bay brick rowhouse 
with several remaining six-over-six double-hung wood windows on the second  story. This 
property was constructed as a separate rowhouse, but the properties were connected prior to 
1905. 
 
The building at 214 West Mulberry Street likely dates to the period between 1830 and 1850 
and was originally constructed in the Federal Style with a steeply pitched gable roof and 
dormer and otherwise simple decoration. By the mid-19th century, flat-roof construction grew 
in popularity due to concerns over fire. At the same time, the Italianate style, with its elaborate 
cornices and tall, narrow fenestration became the predominant building style in Baltimore, with 
older buildings such as this one adding Italianate features to “modernize.” By the late 19th 
century, the building housed a commercial establishment on the first story and, like many other 
buildings in the area, a storefront was likely added at that time. The building at 214 West 
Mulberry Street is architecturally significant as a modest early-19th century building 
constructed for residential use, but converted to commercial use in the later part of the 19th 
century. Its transition from a simple Federal style, gabled building to one with a highly ornate 
Italianate cornice is also significant as it exemplifies a trend of modernization that was 
common at the time. 
 
History of the Structure 
Though it was originally constructed as a residential building in the early 19th century, the 
building at 214 West Mulberry Street served as a small saloon, tavern, or restaurant with 
housing above it since the late 19th century. In 1852, a death notice in the Baltimore Sun listed 
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214 Mulberry Street as the residence of A.C. Butler.  In 1863, the same address was that of a 
Henry J. Ferguson. In 1893, the Baltimore Sun lists Jas. McDonald as a petitioner for a liquor 
license for 214 West Mulberry Street. In the first two decades of the 20th century, there were at 
least six different people operating a saloon out of the premises. During that time, the 
establishment was raided by the police at least three times. In 1905, saloon owner Michael A. 
Drinand was taken into police custody when the police discovered that there was a second door 
to the bar from the 3-story building on Tyson Street, which was illegal at the time.2  
 
By the 1920s, the 200 block of West Mulberry Street was home to a growing Asian, likely 
mostly Chinese, population, which had relocated from Park Avenue to Mulberry Street and the 
surrounding alleys. The 200 block of West Mulberry Street was home to a number of small 
commercial establishments run by Chinese owners. The businesses along Mulberry Street were 
regularly raided for illegal gambling, operating opium dens, and violating the Volstead Act. 
These raids impacted businesses along Mulberry Street and likely led to high turnover in 
ownership.  
 
In 1917 Harry and Florence Martick opened a small grocery store in the building at 214 West 
Mulberry Street. The Marticks were Jewish Polish immigrants with five children, all of whom 
were raised in the house on Mulberry Street.3 There are varying accounts of the nature of the 
business during the Prohibition era. While an account in Florence Martick’s obituary states that 
the family ran a grocery store until the repeal of Prohibition, their son Morris told several 
reporters that his family ran a speakeasy out of the kitchen in the back during that time.4 Raids 
from that era include a speakeasy in the 200 block of West Mulberry Street, but the Martick 
family was not named specifically. When Prohibition ended, the Martick’s quickly applied for 
a liquor license and opened a bar that some customers called the “Mahogany Tavern” and was 
later named “Martick’s Tyson Street Tavern.” Florence Martick was a health enthusiast who 
did not drink and reportedly tried to convince her patrons to give up alcohol as well.5 Harry 
Martick died in the 1940s, and his five children stepped up to help their mother run the bar. 
Their son Morris would have the greatest impact on the establishment. 
 
Morris Martick was born in 1923 on the second floor of 214 West Mulberry Street. He lived in 
the house for the majority of his 88 years, with the exception of the years he spent in the 
Aleutian Islands during World War II and his time in France in 1967.6 Morris attended Edgar 
Allen Poe Elementary School, Baltimore City College and Johns Hopkins University. He never 
married or started a family, had no formal culinary training, but dedicated much of his life to 
running the bar and restaurant at 214 West Mulberry Street. Morris Martick passed away in 
2011, three years after he closed his restaurant for good.7 
 
Morris Martick’s unique personality and creativity made his small family bar a popular 
destination for almost sixty years. In the late 1940s, Martick’s bar “catered to a mix of artists, 
musicians, journalists, working Joes and assorted self-styled bohemians, beats and hipsters.”8 
In the 1950s, Morris Martick made his mark on the art and music scene. He opened a “Salon de 
Refuse” at 108 West Mulberry Street in 1955. Although the art gallery was a short-lived 
venture, his bar featured a variety of artwork including his own. He featured not only emerging 
visual artists, but also up and coming musicians in his bar. Morris Martick was credited with 
introducing “exotic beers and wines, Dixieland and modern jazz bands, silent movie nights, 
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folk singers, chess tournaments, and art exhibits and symposiums at the bar.”9 His 
establishment attracted a wide variety of patrons, including local art, music and literature 
experts and a few nationally prominent musicians. Leonard Bernstein played the bar’s piano 
when he stopped in, and Billie Holiday sang with the house jazz band during her visit in 
1959.10  
 
Despite his success, by the mid-1960s, Morris Martick was ready to leave the bar. He ran for 
the Maryland House of Delegates in 1966. He did not win, and the next year, Morris moved to 
France to learn about French cooking, and to find a French chef for a reincarnation of his 
Baltimore restaurant.11 When he returned to Baltimore in the late 1960s, he made extensive 
renovations to the building, including installing a new kitchen on the second floor, updating the 
electrical system and restrooms, and replacing the broken transom windows on the façade.12 In 
1970, Morris re-opened his establishment at 214 West Mulberry Street as Martick’s Restaurant 
Francais. His restaurant became a local institution and is credited with elevating the culinary 
pallets of Baltimore.13 Although Morris had located a French chef to work in his kitchen, the 
arrangement did not last long or end well and Martick took over the cooking himself. The staff 
of his French restaurant remember his quirky personality, candor, and acceptance of people 
from many walks of life.14 Martick’s Restaurant Francais also attracted celebrity guests such as 
John Waters, Nicolas Cage and Barbara Hershey.15 During this era, Martick covered over the 
front windows with wood and installed a doorbell at the entrance that patrons needed to ring 
for admittance.16 Martick ran his French restaurant until 2008. He passed away three years 
later. 
 
 
2.2 CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATING DISTRICTS AND LANDMARKS 
…[T]he Commission for Historical and Architectural Preservation will apply the 
following criteria in relation to the procedures for historic district and landmark 
designation. 
 
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION 
The quality of significance in Baltimore history, architecture, archeology, engineering, 
and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, public interiors, structures, and 
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association, and: 

1. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to 
the broad patterns of Baltimore history; or 
2. That are associated with the lives of persons significant in Baltimore's past; 
or 
3. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic 
values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose 
components may lack individual distinction; or 
4. That have yielded or may be likely to yield information important in 
Baltimore prehistory or history. 
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Present Conditions and Application of Criteria for Designation 
The building at 214 West Mulberry Street appears to be in deteriorated but stable condition. 
Staff visited the site in February of 2018 and was able to walk through the front portion of the 
building. There is evidence of a fire that damaged many of the interior finishes. There is a 
newer support system inside the building, holding up the ceiling and roof. The applicant has 
not yet provided an engineering report detailing the structural stability of the property. There is 
evidence of some physical deterioration due to prolonged vacancy and the resulting lack of 
maintenance. Some windows are missing or have been boarded.  It is staff’s opinion that the 
building still retains its historic integrity as the most significant architectural features- the gable 
roof form, dormer, Italianate cornice and corner entry are still present. 
 
The building at 214 West Mulberry Street is significant under Criteria for Designation 1, 2 and 
3. 
Criterion 1: The building is significant for its contributions to the commercial history of 
Baltimore’s historic retail core. Like many early-to-mid-19th century residential buildings in 
the commercial area, the building was altered for a small commercial use in the late 19th 
century. Its use as a bar and restaurant and likely as a speakeasy during Prohibition are an 
important part of the area’s social history. Martick’s was an important place for emerging 
artists and musicians and attracted the cultural elites of Baltimore. 
 
Criterion 2: The building is significant for its association with Morris Martick, who lived in the 
building for the majority of his 88-year life. Morris Martick not only enhanced the city’s 
culinary experience by introducing French food to everyday people of Baltimore, he was also 
an important patron of the Baltimore Art and Jazz music scene, making his bar and nearby 
gallery a home for emerging musical and artistic talent. 
 
Criterion 3: The building is significant for its architecture as an example of a modest early-19th 
century side gable Federal style building that was later modernized with Italianate details. The 
Federal and Italianate features still remain on this early building. 
 
NEIGHBORHOOD COMMENTS 
There is no neighborhood architectural review committee here. Notice has been sent to the 
Market Center Merchants Association, the Mount Vernon Belvedere Association, the 
Downtown Partnership of Baltimore, and the UniverCity Partnership. The Downtown 
Partnership has provided a letter of support for the demolition. Baltimore Heritage has 
expressed strong opposition to the demolition proposal. CHAP Staff has also received emails 
from the public expressing strong opposition to the demolition. 
 
ANALYSIS & RECOMMENDATION 
Staff finds that the building at 214 West Mulberry Street is a contributing building to the 
Howard Street Commercial District as it meets Criteria 1, 2 and 3 for Designation. 
Staff recommends a determination that the building is contributing to the Howard Street 
Commercial Historic District. Staff further recommends that the applicant explore 
incorporating all or a portion of the building into the new development prior to returning 
for Demolition Hearing II. 
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Location of Site in Historic District 
 

  
1869 E. Sachse & Co’s Bird’s Eye View of the City of Baltimore 
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1890 Sanborn Map. 
 

 
1914-1915 Sanborn Map.  

Site Site 

Site 
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1949 Sanborn Map 
 

 
Aerial View of Property (Outlined in Red) from December of 2018 
 

Site 
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214 W Mulberry Street, December 2018 
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